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LEITER TO THE EDITOR 

A solution for the initial-decay-rate puzzle in dynamic light 
scattering of polymer solutions 

Yasuhiro Shiwa 
Physics Laboratories, Kyushu Institute of Technology, lizuka, Fukuoka-ken 820, Japan 

Received 25 March 1991 

Abstract. Previous renormalhation-group theories for the initial decay rate afthe dynamic 
structure factor for dilute polymer solutions are critically reviewed, and a possible explana- 
tion for the often claimed experimental disagreement with the theoretical predictions is 
mesenled. 

With the advent of the renormalization group theory in polymer physics, significant 
progress has been made in recent years to study systematically the static as well as 
dynamic properties of dilute polymer solutions. In particular, static properties appear 
to be explained successfully (Oono 1985), though not thoroughly (Fujita 1988, Stock- 
mayer 1988). 

As for the dynamical behaviour, a problem of considerable experimental interest 
is the calculation of the initial decay rate (or the first cumulant) of the dynamic 
scattering factor. In fact, extensive comparison between theoretical predictions (Lee 
el a /  1984, Baldwin 1986) and dynamic light scattering studies (Han and Ackasu 1981, 
Tsunashima er a/ 1983, 1987a, b, Nemoto er a/ 1984, Wiltzius and Cannel1 1986, Bhatt 
er a /  1989) have been performed. The prevailing consensus on the part of the experi- 
mental study is that the available data could not be interpreted on the basis of the 
renormalization group theoretical model. 

If we study the existing literature carefully, however, we recognize that the reported 
discrepancies between the experimental data and the renormalization group theoretical 
prediction cannot be taken without reserve. The purpose of the present letter is to 
point out this fact and, in so doing, to set the stage for a more complete comparison 
between theory and experiment. 

T h e  initial decay rate is defined as 

where S(k 1)  is the dynamic structure factor for coherent scattering by isolated linear 
chain molecules in dilute solutions; 

J J  

Here k is the scattering vector, and C(T, 1 )  is the position of the chain element, 
parametrized by the contour variable T ( O S  T S  N ) ,  at time 1. 
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The first task of renormalization group theoretical evaluation of the initial decay 
rate is to set up a model for polymer solution dynamics. Let us recall that the success 
of modern theories of critical dynamics (Hohenberg and Halperin 1977) stems from 
the realization that there exists a regime, intermediate between the fully microscopic 
and the fully macroscopic (hydrodynamic), where a kinetic equation such as the 
time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau (TDGL) equation is appropriate. We adhere to the 
same idea in setting up the model for the time evolution of the polymer chains and 
solvent. 

It reads (Oono and Freed 1981, Shiwa 1987) in appropriate units (energy units 
being chosen such that k , T =  1) 

The solvent velocity u(r, i )  is assumed to satisfy the incompressibility condition, 
V . u=O, which explains the appearance of the tensor operator, T; it selects the 
transverse part of the vector field it is applied to. The parameter i denotes the friction 
coefficient per segment of the chain, and ve is the solvent viscosity. The Gaussian 
stochastic noises, .fc andj;  are assumed to be governed by the autocorrelation functions 

I being the unit tensor. The dynamical model so defined ensures that the system relaxes 
to an equilibrium state with the probability distribution ocexp[-H{c]-f~dru2]. The 
free energy functional, H{c}, associated with the polymer chain configuration {E) is 
chosen to be (Edwards 1965) 

H{C] = I  2 1 d~ [%I2+; 11 d~ dmS(c( T )  - C(U)), (7) 

Here U represents the strength of the repulsive excluded-volume interaction. 
The coupled set of kinetic equations (3)-(6) can be solved for C(T, 1 )  perturbatively, 

the expansion parameter being I /  7.. It tums out that, when treated by the renormaliz- 
ation-group technique, it is the expansion in terms of the variable E ~ 4 - d )  where d 
is the spatial dimensionality. To order E, we find (see e.g. Oono 1985) that the time 
evolution of the configuration of a chain i s  described by the so-called full-diffusion 
type of equation 

(8) 
a 
-P[c, 1)=LP{c, 1 )  
at 

where P{c, 1 )  is the probability distribution function for the configuration {e) at time 
i .  The evolution operator L is given by 

(9) 
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where 

At this juncture, we should emphasize that the parameter which appears in our 
kinetic equation (4) (and accordingly in (10)) is the local solvent viscosity in fhe  
neighbourhood of a polymer chain, and not the neat solvent viscosity, say 7.; they can 
differ as stressed already by Oono and Kohmoto (1983). This may also be inferred 
easily from the experimental evidence (Morris e f  a1 1989, and references cited therein) 
that the high-frequency limit of the in-phase component of solution viscosity, usually 
denoted by &, is not equal to the neat solvent value, qs.  In fact, in the kinetic level 
of description the bare Onsager coefficients such as 7. are assumed to be determined 
by the processes taking place on a very short time scale. Therefore, ve itself depends 
on the microscopic details of the dynamical solvent-polymer interactions, and to find 
the relation between 7. and 7. is beyond the scope of our present TDGL model. 

Now the renormalization group (&-expansion) method enables one to obtain the 
renormalized initial-decay rate. To order E, it reads 

where we have resummed the energy units explicitly. The wavevector dependence is 
solely contained in the variable 9, which is closely related to the gyration radius, Ro, 
through 

31 y-In2 
96 8 

1--4 

where y is the Euler's constant, y = 0.5772.. . . Here U* and [* are fixed-point values 
associated with the coupling constants U and respectively; they are given by either 

= ;$pE [* = 2T2& (14) 

or 

(15) 

These fixed points represent the non-draining casest in the self-avoiding limit (14) or 
in the Gaussian chain limit (15). The functionsf; g and Vin (12) are defined as follows: 

8 2  u + = o  5 = j r  E. 

1 1 e-' 
f(x)=---+- 

x x2 x2 
1 -e-x,il-r) 

X 2 f ( l  - 1)  
g(x) = 2  Io1 df  ($A[x-xr( l -  ( ) I+  

e-x*il-,)- 

+ jo' di( -+ x ( 1 - f )  x 2 f ( l - f ) 2  ' ]+Y[ l+A(x) ( l - : ) ]  (17) 

where 

t In this connection it is worth remarking that the factor k" on the left-hand side of equation (12) can be 
extracted only far these non-draining fired points. 
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and 

1 
2 4 2 x 2x2 2 x x2 

1 y 1 1 e-.'[ 1 1 jOm 
( :)I V ( x ) =  --hx+-----+-+- ---- dre- ' In  1 + -  , 

As regards the above results, the following remarks are in order. Equations (12) 
and (13) are essentially the recapitulation of those given by Lee et a /  (1984) and 
Baldwin (1986). Regrettably, however, those previous calculations contained inadver- 
tent errars. !!! is unfxtunate that a g e l !  number af quantitative comparisncs nf the 
published results with experiments have been performed with the errors uncorrected.) 
Firstly, due to a factor-of-two error in equation (4.10) of Lee et al, the value of @k), 
has been divided by 2 in writing the equation corresponding to (12). Secondly, in their 
&-expansion calculation of n ( k ) ,  Lee el a /  used the so-called cut-off method. Neverthe- 
less, in writing down their final result as a function of kR,, they utilized the expression 
for R, that has been evaluated by Ohta et a/ (1982) with the so-called dimensional 
regularization method. It is known that the latter variant of the renormalization group 
procedure evokes some constant such as 2m in the unnormalized quantities, so that 
some care should be employed in handling them. The same criticism applies to the 
result of Baldwin, who evaluated Cl(k) by the dimensional regularization method while 
he used the expression for R, calculated by Ohta and Nakanishi (1983) with the cut-off 
method. Proceeding with a consistent use of the cut-off method throughout the calcula- 
tion will yield equations (12) and (13). 

For references in comparison with experiments, we list the result for the Gaussian 
chain (U* = 0, t* = 8m2&/3) and for the swollen chain limit (U* = a2&/2, f *  = 2 m * ~ )  
separately. 

(i) Gaussian limit 

with 

0 = k 2 R i  

and 

(ii) Swollen limit 

0 =exp(-1/4)k2R& 

with 

: (;: 3 = 3 exp --- = 0.026 69. 

In the above we have set d = 3 t  and E = 1 in equations (12) and (13). 

T Ifoneweretoputd=4-~and~-expand(12)and(13)naively,onecauldnotobtaintherelationR,aR,, 
where R, is the hydrodynamic radius defined via R,'~lim,_,6rrr).n(k)lk.Tk2. One should not expand 
d in E. 
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Now that the corrected and refined prediction has been made, there remains 
experimental assessment of the theoretical prediction. The theory predicts that CL( k )  
should scale as k3 at large scattering angle, kR,  >> 1. Therefore quite frequently in the 
light-scattering literature, experimental data are presented by plotting a dimensionless 
initial-decay rate T * ( k )  against kRc, where r* is defined as 

If we rewrite equation (26) as 

r * ( k )  = A&k) = %I 7. (27) 
we immediately see that the reduced quantity T * ( k )  is not a universal quantity, in 
contrast to h(k); as emphasized before in connection with our kinetic model, 7. (and 
hence A:) represents a variety of microscopic modifications of the solvent properties 
by the addition of polymer. Therefore, r * (k )  is not a function only of the scaled 
wavevector kR,. In particular, different polymer-solvent systems exhibit different 
values of the asymptote, r*(oo), which can also differ from the universal asymptotic 
value, &CO). 

In conclusion, we have reanalysed the previous experimental data accumulated by 
Kurata’s group (Tsunashima er nl 1983, 1987a, b, Nemoto er al 1984) for polystyrenes 
and polyisoprenes in various solvents. The figures show the plot of the reduced decay 
rate &k) against kRc in theta solvents (figure 1) and in good solvents (figure 2). As 

U: 0.10 

M x 10-6 

Data (i) Data (ii) 

a 9.7 p 2.44 

0 5.53 6 0.568 

e 2.42 0. 0.326 

0 . O l I ~ l  
0 2 4 6 8 

Figure 1. The reduced decay rate i ) ( k )  as a function of the scaled wavevector kR, in theta 
solvents. The full curve represents the renormalization group theoretical prediction in the 
Gaussian limit. Experimental data shown are due to Tsunashima el ol (1983, 1987b) for 
(i) polystyrene in trans-decalin and (ii) polyisoprene in I,Cdiorane, where M denotes the 
molecular weight. The unknown non-universal constant A, has been adjusted. 
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M x lo-' 

Data ( i )  Data (ii) . 13.4 e 7.24 

0 9.10 9 2.44 

0 5.53 b 0.568 

@ 2.42 

kRG 

Figure 2. The reduced decay rate h( k )  against the scaled wavevector kR, in good solvents. 
The lull curve represents the renormalization group theoretical prediction in the self- 
avoiding limit. Experimental data shown are due to ( i )  Nemoto el nl(1984) for polystyrene 
in benzene and (ii) Tssunashima et ol (1987a) for polyisoprene in cyclohexane, where M 
denotes the molecular weight. The unknown non-universal constant A, has been adjusted. 

is seen clearly, different experimental data collapse to a single universal curve in each 
solvent case?. This finding, in turn, confirms the argument offered in the present letter. 
Also shown in figures are the theoretical curves calculated by equations (20)-(25). 
Apart from the non-monotonic behaviour of the theoretical curve for the good solvent 
system, which may be an artefact due to the lowest-order approximations in the 
&-expansion, the theoretical results seem to account for the experimental observations 
rather well. 

Our concern is confined to the initial decay rate in this letter. However, due attention 
should be paid to the non-universal parameter A. in considering the other dynamic 
properties of polymer solutions. In fact, a detailed and renewed discussion of the 
draining effect on various transport properties has been presented elsewhere (Shiwa 
and Oono 1991) in the light of the presence of this dynamic parameter. 

The author is grateful to Professors N Nemoto and Y Tsuoashima for kindly providing 
him with their light-scattering data. He also thanks Professor Y Oono for carefully 
reading the manuscript and for helpful conversations. 

t The A,-value in each solvent case is found to be as follows: figure I ,  ( i )  1.87, (ii) 1.93; figure 2. (i) 1.42, 
(ii) 1.51. 
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